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Disclaimer

All material in this book should be used as a source of general information only. It is
the responsibility of every pilot intending to learn aerobatics to receive appropriate
comprehensive dual aerobatic instruction from a qualified aerobatic instructor and
comply with all regulations and procedures in effect. It is the responsibility of the pilot
in command to consult all official sources of information relevant to every aspect of a
proposed flight and personally assure compliance with all laws, regulations, and
procedures.
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Foreword

When people ask me how to learn aerobatics I tell them to find a good instructor and a
good aerobatic book. Flying aerobatics does not require a special license or rating—
with good reason. People have such different motivations for learning aerobatics, per-
form aerobatics as so many different levels, and have access to such varying types of
airplanes that it would be hard to standardize aerobatic training for a specific flight
test. A comprehensive book, on the other hand, that allows you to customize your
training to meet your specific needs is indispensable.

Why do aerobatics?
Are you interested in looping and rolling in an open-cockpit biplane over green

fields on a summer day? Are you interested in professional airshow flying, entertain-
ing hundreds or perhaps thousands of spectators? How about competition flying? Are
you yearning to join one of the many IAC chapters around the world and fly a contest
in your Clipped-Wing Cub?

Maybe you are an airshow spectator who loves to watch your favorite performer
dance across the sky in a one-of-a-kind airplane and you would like to learn more
about how it is done. Or perhaps you are an R/C modeler keen to improve your flying
skills.

Whatever the motivation or personal goal, aerobatic lessons will give you in-
creased confidence in the airplane you fly. An important facet of aviation since the ear-
liest days of flying, the precision maneuvers of aerobatics are fun to learn, exciting to
perform, and guaranteed to give the pilot a challenging reward. Whether you fly a Cub
or a 747, aerobatic training will increase your competence and ability as a pilot as you
begin to gain a new understanding of holistic flight—flight on all axes.

Basic Aerobatics is the definitive book on modern aerobatic flying for the 1990s.
It will take you from the beginning of aerobatic history to the higher levels of modern-
day aerobatic competition and airshows. You will learn to appreciate how the sport of
aerobatics enhances the expression of the freedom of flight and how learning aerobat-
ics promotes discipline in your flying, and teaches you judgment within the boundaries
of a safe and controlled environment. You will gain a deeper understanding of how an
airplane flies in all axes and of the real—not self-imposed—limits of the equipment
you fly.

Now, as airshows, aerobatic competition flying, and recreational aerobatics are
ever increasing in popularity, you can take advantage, through Basic Aerobatics, of the
decades of experience gained by aerobatic pilots before you.

Mike Goulian and Geza Szurovy are an ideal team to write this book. Mike is one
of America's premiere unlimited aerobatic competition and airshow pilots; Geza is an
award-winning aviation writer and recreational aerobatic pilot. Both learned to fly be-
fore they knew how to drive a car.
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FOREWORD

To write this book, Mike, who also runs his own aerobatic flight school, assumed
the role of instructor and Geza acted as novice student pilot. They flew each maneuver
again and again, carefully preparing for every flight in comprehensive preflight brief-
ings and picking apart and documenting each sortie during lengthy post-flight ses-
sions. To bring you the whole aerobatic experience, they started out in a standard basic
trainer, worked up to the immortal Pitts Special, and finished up in a state-of-the-art
unlimited two-seat monoplane.

As you sit down and begin your journey through Basic Aerobatics—a journey that
will take you from the beginning of aerobatic history to today's high tech mono-
planes—allow the pages to help you fly a little farther and spread your wings a little
wider.

PATTY WAGSTAFF

Unlimited U.S. National Aerobatics Champion
1991, 1992, 1993

The unlimited U.S. national
aerobati •s championship is
the highest award in U.S.
aerobatics. Men and women
compete for the single
award; Ms. Wagstaff was
the first woman to win the
U.S. championship. To
honor the accomplishment,
the Smithsonian Institution
acquired the Extra 260
monoplane that Ms.
Wagstaff flew at the 1991
contest for permanent
display in the National Air
& Space Museum.
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How to use this book

In addition to helping all readers understand how the sport of aerobatics developed and
what it is all about, this book is also a primer for the student of basic aerobatics. It is
intended to be used as a supporting text in a basic aerobatic course given by a qualified
aerobatic instructor. The maneuver chapters describe in detail the aerodynamic forces
acting on the aircraft in each maneuver, how to fly each maneuver, what the common
errors are and how to correct them, and what to do before safety is compromised if
things go wrong.

Take the theory—the "why"—to heart. If you intimately understand what is hap-
pening to your aircraft aerodynamically at all times, aircraft control—the "how"—will
quickly become second nature.

The maneuvers are presented in a sequence designed to introduce the student to
progressively greater challenges in an orderly building-block fashion. Stalls are ex-
plored first, in greater detail than in nonaerobatic training, to get the student comfort-
able with what happens when the critical angle of attack is exceeded, and what it takes
to exceed it under a variety of flight conditions. Special emphasis is placed on accel-
erated stalls, and stalls at various bank angles.

Rolls are introduced next, to expose the student to unusual attitudes in a low-G en-
vironment. The easiest and one of the most pleasant aerobatic maneuvers, the aileron
roll, is followed by the more challenging slow roll. (The barrel roll is not addressed be-
cause it is no longer widely practiced and is not a competition maneuver.)

When the student is comfortable with rolls, it is a good time to introduce inverted
flight, entered by rolling inverted. At the completion of this stage, the student will feel
at home in all attitudes, will have gained experience in the delicate handling of the con-
trols, and will be ready to move on to higher G maneuvers.

The loop is introduced next, followed by half loops and Immelmanns, which be-
gin to combine elements of the loop and the roll. Cuban eights and reverse Cuban
eights, the most complex combination maneuvers of a basic aerobatic curriculum,
complete this stage of the course.

In the final stage, hammerheads (stall turns) and spins are taught. The course cul-
minates in the student composing a basic aerobatic sequence and learning to fly it to
the International Acrobatic Club's Sportsman Category competition standards in the
aerobatic box.

A final maneuvers chapter briefly describes the advanced maneuvers that are the
next step in the sport of aerobatics and the subject of an advanced aerobatic course to
be covered in a subsequent book.

Two of the four appendices provide detailed sample curriculums of two basic aer-
obatics courses.
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Introduction

August 19, 1913, is most often remembered by aviators because on that date the young
Frenchman Adolphe Pegoud became the first person to parachute safely to earth from
an airplane. He had deliberately abandoned his Bleriot monoplane at 650 feet in a dar-
ing experiment to find out if the fancy new linen escape device, successfully tested
from tethered balloons, would be practical for the pilot of a heavier-than-air machine.
Fortunately for Pegoud, the parachute blossomed into a full canopy and he floated gen-
tly to earth.

But what happened to Pegoud's abandoned Bleriot was equally remarkable,
though less remembered. Free of human control the delicate monoplane twisted,
turned, rolled on its back, and tumbled upright again and again, soaring, and diving in
a fantastic aerial ballet, apparently none the worse for wear, and certainly not falling
apart, contrary to contemporary expectations regarding such wild maneuvers.

Until that day, flying was largely a straight and level affair and shallow turns sent
most pilots' adrenaline levels and pulse rates soaring. Some daredevils had titillated
crowds with steep turns and dives, but none had deliberately rolled an airplane over on
its back, or pulled its nose up past the vertical. The pilotless Bleriot's display was to
change all that. By the time it crash-landed into the genteel French countryside,
Pegoud was determined to duplicate the maneuvers it had performed, and aerobatics
was on its way.

In quick succession Pegoud and his contemporaries mastered the basic maneu-
vers: the loop, the roll, the hammerhead, and by 1916 even the intentional spin. The
variations on these building-block maneuvers have since been countless, nurtured by
decades of barnstorming, dogfighting, airshow performances, and competition aero-
batics. The result is today's flawless, gut-wrenching, eye-popping, cheek-sagging, un-
limited aerobatic performance that leaves the stunned spectator wondering if there is
anything these awesome machines can't do, and allows the aerobatic pilot to say that
as far as the airplane is concerned, there is no such thing as being "out of control."

But just what is aerobatic flight? A wide range of interpretations run from Web-
ster's rather unhelpful "performance of stunts in an airplane" (whatever stunts are) to
the Federation Aeronatique Internationale's detailed definitions of competition aero-
batic maneuvers. Most regulatory bodies worldwide consider an aircraft to be doing
aerobatics whenever it deviates from the bank angles, pitch changes, and acceleration
rates necessary to complete normal category maneuvers as defined or inferred by the
flight manual, but the regulatory bodies are usually quite vague about where exactly
the threshold into aerobatic flight is crossed. Under such a definition, any abrupt and
substantial bank and pitch excursion qualifies as aerobatics, however ham-fisted or un-
intentionally uncoordinated.

Yet the word aerobatics implies a high degree of skill and full control by the pilot
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INTRODUCTION

over the machine in all dimensions. So, perhaps a more useful definition is "an inten-
tional departure from straight and level flight to fly one maneuver or a series of pre-
meditated maneuvers that require extremes of bank, pitch, and acceleration." As
Pegoud and his colleagues discovered so many years ago, the elements of aerobatic
flight can be distilled to four basic aerobatic maneuvers: the roll, the loop, the ham-
merhead, and the spin. All other maneuvers are variations of these fundamentals.

The understanding of the fundamental maneuvers and the development of deriva-
tives gave rise over the years to the sport of competitive aerobatics, the performance of
aerobatic maneuvers to predetermined standards. The big contribution of competitive
aerobatics to aerobatics as a whole is this set of standards, the benchmarks of perfec-
tion to which all properly instructed aerobatic pilots are trained and by which they are
thereafter measured and measure themselves.

This book focuses on understanding and performing aerobatic maneuvers as de-
fined by the standards of competitive aerobatics. These standards require the highest
degree of precision and competence and are the foundation of basic aerobatic courses
throughout the country. There is no substitute for sound aerobatic training to make a
pilot understand the limits of an aircraft and teach a pilot to fly with absolute confi-
dence throughout the performance envelope.

Many pilots who take an aerobatics course will never fly in aerobatic competi-
tions. They might just want to enjoy romping about the skies for the fun of it on sunny
summer days. They might opt for the exciting world of airshow display flying. Or they
might find themselves in a jet fighter doing such combat maneuvers as the yo-yo or a
high-G roll. But if they learned the basics as defined by the standards of competition
aerobatics they will easily, enjoyably, and safely meet the challenges of their choice.

It might seem ironic that a sport that promises boundless freedom in all dimen-
sions, in fact demands ironclad discipline, intense concentration, and a dogged adher-
ence to prescribed practices and procedures. But this irony doesn't stand the test of
experience and in the end aerobatics delivers its promise. Yes, the demands are ever
present, but through hard work and a lot of practice, meeting them eventually becomes
second nature and the airplane does indeed become an extension of your body through-
out every maneuver.

In this respect aerobatics is just like any other aspect of learning to fly. Remember
how little time you had to savor the freedom of flight on your first few cross-countries
or solo touch-and-go patterns? You wondered what you were doing there, but you
stuck with it and it paid off—and so will aerobatics. Meet its demands long enough and
one day, all alone, you will do a perfect Immelmann on a whim only to realize that you
did everything right without one conscious thought about it. At that moment you will
truly know what aerobatics is all about.
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1
Getting started

I
F YOU ARE READY FOR THE CHALLENGE AND REWARDS OF AEROBATICS, IT
is almost time to head for the airport and the aerobatic training machine awaiting

you. But before you go, you must consider regulations, safety, the importance of get-
ting professional instruction, selecting a training aircraft, and insurance questions.

AEROBATICS AND THE REGULATIONS

There is no escaping Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs), and it is best to clearly un-
derstand their applicability right up front. Aerobatic flight shares the airspace with all
other forms of flight, so all relevant FARs covering normal nonaerobatic flight apply.
In addition, there are regulations created specifically for aerobatics, and regulations
that cover other special areas of aviation but also apply to aerobatics due to the char-
acteristics of aerobatic flight. The FARs applicable to aerobatics can be divided into
two general categories:

aircraft operations
construction and certification of aerobatic aircraft

First let's consider what the regulations do not require. There is no requirement in
the United States for an aerobatic rating. It is the pilot's responsibility to seek compe-
tent aerobatic instruction prior to solo aerobatics. Accident statistics indicate that this
policy is by and large effective—let's keep it that way. There is no airspace set aside
by regulation specifically for aerobatic flight; as long as you stay out of airspace where
aerobatics is not authorized, all you need to do is keep a good lookout and you are in
business. There is no special additional medical certificate requirement; the standard
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GETTING STARTED

medical requirements apply to the pilot in command, based upon whether the flight is
private or commercial.

Operation of aircraft in aerobatic flight

Only two paragraphs of the entire Federal Aviation Regulations cover the aero-
batic operation of aircraft. Only one paragraph directly and exclusively addresses aer-
obatic operations. It is under Part 91, Subpart D, Special Flight Operations and it is
quite straightforward:

§91.303 Aerobatic Flight
No person may operate an aircraft in aerobatic flight-

Over any congested area of a city, town, or settlement;
Over an open air assembly of persons;
Within the lateral boundaries of the surface areas of Class B, Class C, Class D,

and Class E airspace designated for an airport;
Within four nautical miles of the centerline of any federal airway;
Below an altitude of 1,500 feet above the surface; or
When flight visibility is less than three statute miles.

For the purpose of this section, aerobatic flight means an intentional maneuver in-
volving an abrupt change in an aircraft's attitude, an abnormal attitude, or abnormal
acceleration, not necessary for normal flight.

Fig. 1-1. The classic Stearman evokes
an age that is long gone.
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Aerobatics and the regulations

Fig. 1-2. Aerobatics unlimited: U.S. National Champion Patty Wagstaff putting her Extra
300S through its paces.

The other aerobatic paragraph applies to the use of parachutes (§91.307). It was
not written exclusively for aerobatics, but is equally important because it specifically
defines the conditions under which parachutes must be carried and the intervals and
conditions under which they must be periodically repacked. For aerobatic flight the
bottom line is that if there is more than one person in the aircraft and a bank angle will
exceed 60° or a pitch angle will exceed 30° relative to the horizon, parachutes must be
worn by both occupants. Specifically, §91.307(c) reads:

Unless each occupant of the aircraft is wearing an approved parachute, no pilot of
a civil aircraft carrying any person (other than a crew member) may execute any in-
tentional maneuver that exceeds-

A bank of 60 degrees relative to the horizon, or
A nose-up or nose-down attitude of 30 degrees relative to the horizon.
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GETTING STARTED

Fig. 1-3. Former European championship competitor Ian Groom practices his airshow
routine in his brand-new Sukhoi SU-26M.

The next subparagraph exempts flight tests being given for a rating, instruction in
spins, and other maneuvers required by the regulations given by an appropriately au-
thorized instructor. There is also an exemption if the second person is a legally re-
quired crew member, but in most cases this does not apply to civilian aircraft licensed
for aerobatics because practically none of them have a legal requirement for a second
crew member. The parachute repacking requirement of §91.307 is self-explanatory.

Other regulations apply as they do to normal, nonaerobatic flight. Because many
aerobatic aircraft are taildraggers, it is especially worthwhile to review taildragger
checkout and currency requirements.

Upon reading the regulations, aspiring aerobatic and airshow display pilots might
wonder how aerobatics can be flown at competitions and airshows, where perfor-
mances are routinely flown below 1,500 feet agl and in the vicinity of large crowds, and
how competition aerobatics can be practiced at the required low altitudes. Such activ-
ity is made possible by waivers obtained from the FAA specifically for each event and
by the establishment of FAA-approved aerobatic practice zones. A highly detailed pro-
posal must be submitted describing the practice zone or proposed event. For proposed
events, the information must include details on flight paths, crowd areas, participating
acts, and flight crew experience. The FAA also conducts site visits and if a waiver is
granted for an event, inspectors will be on hand to see that everything goes as agreed.

It is interesting to note that strictly for the purpose of considering an aviation event
waiver, the FAA's Inspector's Handbook of Guidelines instructs the users to take a nar-
rower interpretation of aerobatics than is provided in the FARs. Inspectors are advised
that for an airshow, aerobatics is inverted flight and all the standard aerobatic maneu-
vers, such as slow rolls, snap rolls, loops, Immelmanns, Cuban eights, hammerhead
turns, and the like, which cannot be performed over congested areas or spectators.
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Aerobatics and the regulations

Fig. 1-4. The delightful little Decathlon, first aerobatic mount of many pilots.

Certification of aircraft for aerobatics

The regulatory definitions of aerobatics and the conditions under which you may
fly aerobatics in the airspace is only one aspect of the FARs in which you must be well
versed. It is equally important to know what aircraft may be legally flown aerobati-
cally.

Production aircraft must be approved for aerobatics during the certification pro-
cess. The requirements the aircraft must meet are covered in FARs 21 and 23. In addi-
tion to being approved in a specific aerobatic category, the aircraft must also be
approved for each specific aerobatic maneuver it is to fly. For general instructional
purposes, some aircraft not approved in the aerobatic category might be approved for
a limited number of maneuvers that technically qualify as aerobatics, such as spins;
thus, in any production airplane, you may fly only those aerobatic maneuvers that are
specifically authorized in the aircraft operating manual.

For an insight into the differences between aircraft licensed in the normal category
and the aerobatic category, consider the Cessna 150 and the Cessna Acrobat. Superfi-
cially the aircraft look alike, and the Aerobat was derived from the 150. Yet their op-
erating manuals clearly reveal that from an aerobatic standpoint they are completely
different aircraft. The Aerobat is designed to withstand considerably greater loads than
the 150, allowing it to safely fly maneuvers that could easily overstress the 150.

Approved aerobatic maneuvers

1975 Cessna 150
Flight load limits:
(Flaps up) +4.4G & —1.76G; (flaps down) +3.5G

Chandelles
Lazy eights (Continued on page 6.)
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GETTING STARTED

(Continued from page 5.)
Steep turns
Spins
Stalls

1977 Cessna Aerobat
Flight load limits:
(Flaps up) +6.0G & —3.0G; (flaps down) +3.5G

Chandelles
Lazy eights
Steep turns
Spins
Stalls
Loops
Cuban eights
Immelmanns
Aileron rolls
Barrel rolls
Snap rolls
Vertical reversements

Only an unthinking pilot would try anything but chandelles, lazy eights, stalls, and
spins in a 150, and he would be breaking regulations.

While the question of doing aerobatics in a certified production aircraft is quite
straightforward, in the case of experimental aircraft, more latitude is left to the de-
signer and builder. For experimental aircraft, no regulatory requirements specifically
authorize aerobatic maneuvers, let alone list them in the aircraft operating manual;
however, many homebuilt aircraft are as good or better than factory models. Many
homebuilt designers and builders take great pride in their work and know and docu-
ment the capabilities of their aircraft in great detail. The threat of liability suits is an-
other reason for the experimental builder to be thorough.

Let the buyer beware. Choose a tried design, and if you are buying a finished ex-
perimental aircraft rather than building your own, carefully check out the builder and
the airplane's history, including its aerobatic activities.

SAFETY AND THE IMPORTANCE
OF PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION

In aerobatic flight, you deliberately operate your aircraft closer to the extremes of its
performance envelope, the limits of airspeed and load, than during any other form of
flying. The closer you are to these limits, the easier it becomes to inadvertently exceed
them. As you hover on the edge of a stall, an indelicate or misguided control move-
ment can push you over the edge and perhaps even into an unintentional spin. Close to
redline and accelerating, an excessively urgent pull on the stick can send the G loads
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Safety and the importance of professional instruction

on your aircraft and your body soaring beyond tolerance. And misjudging the altitude
required to complete a maneuver can really ruin your day. So you must take precau-
tions and develop and adhere to sound safety habits.

The right attitude

In large measure safety is a matter of having the right attitude. All the regulations,
policies and procedures, and credible advice in the world will not keep you safe if you
don't intend to abide by them.

Get professional instruction

Aerobatics is a mature sport with decades of tradition borne of experience. Any-
thing that the novice acrobatic pilot can try has been developed to perfection by others
before and is safely made available to newcomers by qualified acrobatic instructors.
Only an unthinking pilot would endanger body and soul and everyone else within
reach by attempting self-taught aerobatics. Make it your business to learn aerobatics
only from a properly qualified acrobatic instructor. Self-study is strewn with pitfalls
that make it an unacceptable option.

Though they might think otherwise, the self-studying novices lack the skills to
consistently stay within the aircraft's performance limits and to save themselves when
they surely overstep those limits. Nor do they have any point of reference to know
whether their antics have any resemblance to the precision acrobatic maneuvers they
claim to be doing.

Self-study usually leads to one of two things: either the pilot gets scared suffi-
ciently to stop further experiments, and maybe abandon aerobatics altogether, or
becomes an NTSB statistic. Do yourself and the sport a big favor. Get a qualified
acrobatic instructor.

Where to find aerobatic instruction

Having committed yourself to learning aerobatics from a qualified school or
owner-operator, the next question is where to find one. Because there is no acrobatic
rating requirement, or any special additional regulations of flight schools and instruc-
tors offering acrobatic instruction, how can you evaluate what you get? You need to do
some homework, but the process is easier than it might seem.

A good place to start is the International Acrobatic Club (IAC), the Experimen-
tal Aircraft Association's acrobatic arm. The IAC maintains a list of acrobatic
schools throughout the country (though it does not evaluate or endorse them), and
can provide the names of schools offering acrobatic instruction in your area. The
IAC's address is in appendix C. The IAC also has a large number of chapters na-
tionwide, the grass roots support group of the sport. It is worth looking up the local
chapter in your area if you plan to do aerobatics. You will find excellent advice, re-
liable leads regarding instruction, and great camaraderie.
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GETTING STARTED

Other sources of information are the advertising sections of aviation magazines
and newspapers, and the local airport grapevine. Some nationally known aerobatic
centers that can be easily reached through their advertising in the aviation media might
also be able to get you in touch with a school in your area.

When you have located a school or owner-operator, check it out thoroughly. Ask
for a description of the course, see what aircraft are used, and find out how long the es-
tablishment has been in business. Ask how many students it has, what the aerobatic ex-
perience of the instructors is, do they do any other form of aerobatic flying such as
competition or display flying, and whatever else might come to your mind. Talk to
some former students about their experience and if everything checks out, sign up for
an introductory lesson.

Safety pointers

When you chose to seek qualified aerobatic instruction, you took an important
step toward learning aerobatics safely. But as in all other forms of flying, it is impor-
tant to maintain a safety conscious attitude throughout your acrobatic flying. Though
by no means exhaustive, and intended to complement general safety practices, here are
some safety pointers particularly apt for the aerobatic pilot.

Understand aerobatic theory. It is by understanding not only "how" and "what,"
but also "why" that you will find it effortless to stay ahead of your aircraft during all
phases of aerobatics. During flights to performance limits, your grasp of theory and
your ability to apply it might mean the difference between being safe or overstepping
your airplane's capabilities.

Know your airplane. This is a basic requirement and it means knowing not only
performance parameters, but all of the aircraft's behavioral characteristics, the design
features responsible for them, and the designer's thinking behind them (again, think in
terms of "why," not only "what").

Always have an out. Learn to think in terms of contingencies. Make it a point
to study the ways out of trouble and be ready with your options if a maneuver goes wrong.

Wear a parachute. Some pilots claim that they would never jump, and under cer-
tain circumstances, such as during low-level airshow flying, the chance of a successful
parachute jump might be slim. But most of your aerobatics will be at altitude, so why
deny yourself an option if all it takes is strapping it on? Also, be sure to comply with
the legal requirements of wearing parachutes.

Always have plenty of altitude. The FARs' minimum altitude for aerobatics is
just that: minimum. Based upon aircraft performance characteristics and contingencies
for botched maneuvers, an extra altitude margin is always a good idea. As they say, one
of the most useless things in aviation is the altitude above you. For some types of air-
craft, such as high-performance warbirds, even as much as 5,000-6,000 feet might not
be enough to safely recover from certain botched maneuvers.

Fly only in good visibility. Many aerobatic pilots consider the 3-mile minimum
visibility requirement as insufficient for aerobatics because it leaves too little time to
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notice and evade conflicting traffic while flying an aerobatic sequence. A commonly
used personal standard is 7 miles visibility.

Always check maneuver entry speed and altitude. Make a habit of glancing at
the airspeed indicator and altimeter prior to any aerobatic maneuver to verify that you
have sufficient speed and altitude for the maneuver. This point might seem obvious,
but it will prove helpful when you begin to string sequences together and will be
tempted to zoom from one maneuver to the other without a quick check of airspeed
and altitude.

Practice only what you know. As you make progress and gain confidence during
your training, you might be tempted to try new maneuvers that you haven't yet learned
on your own, which could get you in trouble. It is best to be conservative and check
with your instructor before you try anything solo.

Be rested and in good health. Flying aerobatics when you are tired or ill is a sure
way to lose your edge and compromise your safety.

Respect FARs. It seems fashionable to complain about regulations, but most of
them make good sense, and in many respects the amount of regulations is actually
quite minimal. Bear in mind that new regulations are frequently the result of someone
not towing the line of unregulated common sense, prompting the Feds to regulate.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL CONDITION

Basic aerobatics does not require the pilot to be in extraordinary physical shape. Any-
one in basically good health who can pass the FAA Class III physical for the private
pilot's certificate should feel quite comfortable doing basic aerobatics after a chance to
get used to the new sensations; however, it is true that the better shape you are in, the
less you will feel the effects of aerobatics, and to withstand the punishing maneuvers
of high-G advanced aerobatics, good physical conditioning is essential.

To increase G tolerance, weightlifting is the best exercise—better than cardiovas-
cular exercises that improve circulation, making it easier for the blood to flow through
the body and collect in certain body areas to the detriment of others during high G
maneuvers.

A concern of most novice aerobatic pilots is airsickness. Fortunately, in most
cases nausea appears to be caused psychologically, usually from a fear of what is to
come. As soon as the pilot ceases to tense up the instant that the aircraft commences
an aerobatic maneuver and the pilot's body is conditioned to flow with the airplane in-
stead of trying to fight it, nausea ceases to be a factor. Many people feel nauseous
when someone else is doing the flying; as soon as they are given the controls, their
condition improves. Tolerance can usually be developed over time. It also helps not to
overeat before an aerobatic session. For a small minority of pilots, nausea has physi-
cal causes, in which case it is best to consult a flight surgeon.

An often overlooked, but common factor in flying aerobatics comfortably is the
importance of being well rested before an aerobatic session. Doing any serious aero-
batics with a hangover would be especially counterproductive, to put it mildly. For
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some pilots, eating habits can also have an effect on their comfort level during aero-
batics. It is usually best to avoid an empty or overstuffed stomach prior to an aerobatic
session. Scrub the flight if you feel the least bit unwell, such as when you have flu
symptoms. Be especially wary of any ear or sinus trouble. The aerobatic pilot should
understand the effective G forces on the body. This topic is addressed separately, in
chapter 2, following a general discussion of G forces.

SELECTING AN AEROBATIC TRAINING AIRCRAFT

Aerobatic aircraft come in a surprising number of configurations: high-wing, low-
wing, monoplanes, biplanes, tandem seating, side-by-side seating, yokes, sticks, fixed-
pitch propellers, constant-speed propellers, taildraggers, tricycle gear, and on and on.
What to choose is a matter of personal preference, and your shortlist may also be de-
termined by what is available in your area. Nevertheless, a few general observations
are worth thinking about.

Pure acrobatic aircraft or derivatives? It is generally preferable to choose an
aircraft that was designed specifically for aerobatics, rather than one designed for
other purposes and certified in a modified version for aerobatics. Often the modifi-
cations strengthen the structure to withstand higher Gs, but otherwise leave the air-
craft unchanged. Many of the modified aircraft will thus have airfoils and control
systems designed without aerobatics in mind, which often results in uninspiring han-
dling characteristics barely adequate for basic maneuvers. On the other hand, an air-
craft specifically designed for aerobatics is always more likely to be light and crisp
on the controls in comparison. For example, aerobatics in a Decathlon are far more
pleasant and productive than in a Citabria. Another advantage of aircraft specifically
designed for aerobatics is that they are more likely to have inverted oil and fuel sys-
tems.

High wing, low wing, monoplane, biplane? This question is entirely a matter of
personal preference. Aerodynamically, there is little difference from the standpoint of
basic aerobatics. For many people, the fact that they are doing aerobatics in a biplane
such as a Pitts is an added thrill, evoking an earlier era of aviation. Others feel that the
extra wing blocks too much visibility. All high-wing aircraft tend to have rather re-
stricted visibility. It is probably fair to say that when you have been in a bubble-
canopied low-wing monoplane, its stunning visibility will be hard to give up.

Tandem or side-by-side? Tandem seating allows you to sit on the aircraft's lon-
gitudinal axis, enabling you to get a more precise sense of your position and trends
during a maneuver. On the other hand, side-by-side seating makes communications
much easier between student and instructor, especially if hand gestures are called for.
For the recreational pilot, either option is probably fine, while the student intent on
competition aerobatics might opt for tandem seating from the outset.

Stick or yoke? Stick!
Fixed-pitch or constant-speed? Doing aerobatics in an airplane equipped with a

constant-speed propeller is great because you don't have to worry about engine over-
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speed, and in most maneuvers, even the throttle setting is not worrisome. To review, a
constant-speed propeller adjusts its blade angle in changing flight conditions to main-
tain a constant RPM. In many cases, you can just set up the power at the beginning of
the session and leave it untouched throughout, allowing you to fully concentrate on the
maneuvers. A fixed-pitch propeller's RPM varies with changing flight conditions.
With the fixed-pitch propeller, RPM increases with aircraft speed and, if not checked,
might easily result in an engine overspeed. On airplanes with fixed-pitch propellers,
you frequently find yourself having to make distracting power adjustments and cast-
ing worried glances at the tachometer; however, learning aerobatics with a fixed-pitch
propeller is good training to sensitize you to monitoring and coping with the limits of
an airplane.

Basic or high-performance trainer? It has become more and more the practice
to bypass aerobatic trainers and jump directly into the dual version of a high-perfor-
mance competition airplane. While this is not inherently undesirable, you will miss
something if you leave the low-performance aerobatic trainer out of your curriculum.
It is more difficult to fly aerobatics well in an airplane of lower performance. If at first
you opt for the less-sexy trainer, you will be a better pilot. Perhaps the best approach
is the progressive upgrade to machines of higher and higher performance. Say, start
with a Decathlon, followed by a Pitts, and then a Staudacher, a Sukhoi, an Extra, or
any other unlimited monoplane.

Regardless of your choice, after your initial training, when you go on to fly aero-
batics in aircraft of either lower or higher performance, a thorough dual aerobatic
checkout in each aircraft should be the first item of business; if it is a single-seater, get
checked out in a two-seater of very similar flight characteristics.

AEROBATICS AND AVIATION INSURANCE

The law-abiding aerobatic pilot need not worry much about special insurance require-
ments for acrobatic flight because usually there are none. Insurance is generally writ-
ten to cover whatever type of flight is authorized by the flight manual, and in the case
of acrobatic aircraft, this includes acrobatic flight. To be fully informed of your spe-
cific situation, check your policy and consult your insurance provider.

The case of an experimental aircraft might be a bit more murky, especially if the
aircraft operating manual does not specifically address aerobatics. The prudent pilot
will carefully research the suitability of the experimental aircraft for aerobatics and
will confirm coverage of acrobatic flight with the insurance provider.

An easy way to invalidate insurance coverage is to violate the FARs, including the
terms of your airplane's airworthiness certificate. If you come to grief flying aerobat-
ics in an aircraft not appropriately certified, your insurance coverage will most likely
be invalid. An accident or incident during aerobatics below a legal minimum altitude
might also compromise coverage.

It is also a good idea to make an extra effort to understand those regulations that
affect acrobatic flight, but that you might not regularly encounter during your normal
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nonaerobatic flying. Examples are regulations covering the use and maintenance of
parachutes, and the checkout and currency requirements for flying taildraggers. Bear
in mind that any damage or injury caused to third parties will always open you to a
hefty liability lawsuit and if your insurance coverage is inadequate or you caused the
problem while busting FARs, you will place not only yourself but your family in grave
financial jeopardy.

Aerobatic pilots who intend to participate in airshow displays or in competitions
with or without compensation should consult their insurance provider to check what
special insurance conditions might apply.
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